
Maple class curriculum map 

Autumn 2 2022            Secrets of the Sarcophagus! 

English 

Fictional diary writing based on finding the lost 

tomb! 

 

Explanation texts related to history learning 

 

Memorable experience 

Mummification /  

Dressing up as an Ancient Egyptian! 

Maths 

Four operation (addition, subtraction, multiplication 

and division using formal methods) 

Fractions 
Learning celebration 

Showcase of Egyptian artefacts 

RE 

How significant is it that Mary was Jesus’ mother? 

Do Christmas celebrations and traditions help 

Christians understand who Jesus was and why he 

was born? 

Science 

Learning about famous scientists and types  of   

science. 

Humanities 

Ancient Egypt – in-depth study of ancient civilisation. 

Sift and weigh evidence in order to support historical 

claims  

Art and design 

Egyptian death masks—3d modelling 

PSHE 

Valuing difference—being aware of similarities and 

differences. 

Computing 

Internet safety — Learning about secure websites by 

identifying privacy seals of approval.  

Computing — webpage creation 

Music 

Dynamics, pitch and texture  

Appraising the work of Mendelssohn and further 

developing the skills of improvisation and 

composition.  

PE 

Indoor Gymnastics – Body Symmetry 
 

Outdoor: Invasion Games - Tag Rugby 

Spanish 

En el Colegio - At School  

Learning the names of the subjects in Spanish and 

talk about school life in sentences 



Maple class vocabulary map 

Autumn 2 2022           Secrets of the Sarcophagus! 

English 

Semi-colon; independent clauses; dashes; colons; 

hyphen; ambiguity; noun, adjective, determiner; 

verb; adverb; explanation; diary; first person; third 

person. 

Memorable experience 

Mummification; ancient; Egyptian 

Maths 

subtraction;  multiplication; division; column subtrac-

tion; column addition; long division; short division; 

long multiplication; short multiplication; fraction; 

part; whole; denominator; numerator;  
Learning celebration 

Collaboration during showcase 

RE 

Incarnation; Jesus; Mary; commitment; tradition; 

significant; family; 

Science 

Scientist; inventor; astrophysicist; invertebrate; 

zoologist; classification; taxonomy 

Humanities 

Tutankhamun; pharaoh; dynasty; sarcophagus; civili-

sation; ancient; relevance; perspective; refinement; 

trends 

Art and design 

Hieroglyph; cartouche; batik; symbolise; papyrus; 

depiction 

PSHE 

Self-esteem; unique; diversity; biological; sexual 

orientation; gender identity; stereotype; cultural 

norms; tolerance 

Computing 

website; webpage; browser; media; logo; layout; 

header; copyright; homepage; hyperlink; external link  

Music 

 
audio/video; depicting; texture; pitch; dynamics; 

conductor; improvisation; notation; graphic score; 
composition. 

PE 

Indoor Gymnastics – Body Symmetry; movement; 
pattern; sequence. 

 
Outdoor: Invasion Games - invade; attack; defend; 

tackle; dodge. 

Spanish 

En el colegio; el espanol; el ingles; el arte; la            

educacion fisica; la musica; la Geografia; la historia; 

las matematicas; las ciencias; la informatica 


